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Short Description:
Sky Dream Villa Ko Samui, Thailand
This high-end premium panoramic sea view villa in prime location on the hills of Chaweng
Noi, just a 10 minutes drive away from the beaches, presents an unobstructed 180 degrees
ocean view. A stay at Sky Dream Villa is an experience like no other. When you wake up in
this incredibly positioned villa with magical views over the Chaweng Noi bay, with the
sounds of the waves crashing below you, it genuinely feels like your own piece of paradise
on earth. From the dramatic terrace views, the majestic infinite pool, the large cast in
concrete bathtub, to the simply divine interiors, elegant bedrooms and several bathrooms
with world beating sea views, you will feel in unmitigated and unrivaled, luxurious bliss.
Its breezy open space concept and frameless floor-to-ceiling windows with private
balconies as well as large common sundecks features a 25 meters high infinity pool,
modern European kitchen, 4 bedrooms and split level living areas all with panoramic sea
view. The villa is fully air-conditioned.
For all sport and game lover a fitness & fun area is located at the lower level including table
tennis and billiard. You’ll never be far from nature – in fact, the cathedral-like villa is
naturally cooled by the air stream coming up from the ocean, keeping you refreshed and
rejuvenated at all times. Make your dreams come true and discover a luxurious live above
the Gulf of Thailand and below the spangled sky of Asia!
This breathtaking Villa can be used as private residence or you can run it as rental
business. You can rent it out to high end customers using it as guest house.
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Detailed information regarding this project you can find at: www.luxury4you.eu
Please explore our full portfolio on our webpage:
www.luxury4you.eu
We would be happy to organize your inspection trip.
For further information please don´t hesitate to contact us.
Kind regards

Volker Michl
Luxury4you Immobilien
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